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PETITE AFRIQUE 

• Comments highlighted in red made by Rodrigue. 

• Comments in black are observations by Carl Moore 

CCTV 1 VIEW OF OUTSIDE FRONT DOOR 

 

TIME COMMENTS 
22.00.02 2 Males outside front entrance smoking 

22.03.50 The above males go back inside the premises 

22.03.54  Shutters to front entrance are closed halfway down. 

22.05.23 Male walks up to entrance on the phone and walks under the shutter into premises 

22.06.56 Female walks out from under the shutter 

22.07.42 A further 2 females and three males leave the premises and join up with female above. 

22.10.07 2 males leave the premises and walk towards the city 

22.10.36 2 further males leave the premises 

22.11.38 2 Males walk into premises 

22.11.56 Female leaves premises and walks off down the side street 

22.12.14 1 male walk’s out of premises and down the side street 

22.12.55 1 male walk’s out of premises and down the side street 

22.13.25 1 female and 2 males leave the premises and walk off towards the city 

22.13.44 1 female leaves the premises and walks towards the city 

22.13.27 2 males leave the premises and walk down the side street 

22.14.11 Female trots into the premises 

22.14.18 Followed by a male 

22.14.40 Male out of premises on the phone 

22.14.43 Female that trotted in now trots out of premises 

22.15.27 Male on phone goes back into premises followed by another male 

22.15.49 Male & 2 Females leave the premises and walk off down the side street 

22.15.58 2 Males walk out of premises and down towards side street 

22.16.21 1 Male/Female walk out of premises, male carrying 2 cases which he places into a vehicle. Appeared 
to be decks. Could be the DJ. 

22.16 22 1 Male walks into premises 

22.17.00 Both male/Female then walk away from there vehicle and into the city. 

22.17.08 Male walks out and Male walks in 

22.17.13 Male walks out 

22.17.23 Male back into premises 

22.18.22 Male out of premises with white carrier bag (Takeaway) 

22.19.06 Male into premises 

22.19.38 Male out of premises 

22.19.41 Male out of premises 

22.20.26 Male out of premises 

22.21.30 Male into premises 

22.22.20 Group of people outside spot a dark coloured vehicle pulls into side street. They then leave quickly 
towards the city 

22.23.29 Two Police officers enter the premises. 

 A number of people leave the premises whilst Police are inside. Some are wearing masks 

22.37.00 Officers leave the premises 

22.43.20 Barman with glasses outside clearing bottles from outside. 

22.45.30 Staff seen leaving, and appears to be the maintenance man with his tools 

22.47.43 Shutters close. All staff are out 
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CCTV 3 VIEW OF BAR 
 

TIME COMMENTS 
22.00.00  

22.00.23 Rodrigue at the till on the radio, Barmaid also at till 

22.03.35 Rod walks from behind the bar 

22.03.55 Barmaid serves male at the end of the bar a bottle (The Barmaid handed over a prepaid bottle as 
part of their takeaway, as she was doing end of the night report) 

22.05.15 Barmaid comes out of kitchen with a takeaway 

22.06.20 Barman with glasses at the till 

22.06.21 Male who was standing at bar now behind bar collecting coat 

22.07.13 Male above puts on coat and leaves. 

22.07.21 Barmaid comes from kitchen and hands male with dreads a bag believed takeaway 

22.07.50 Barmaid calls Rodrigue over to bar and is then seen talking to male with dreads over the takeaway. 

22.07.55 Barmaid appears to be cashing up at till 

22.08.13 Barmaid walks to fridge and back to male with dreads and hands over 2 x bottles. No money 
changes hands. Rodrigue is in conversation with male and appear to be looking at the takeaway 
order.  

22.09.48 Another male goes up to bar, he appears to speak to Barmaid who then goes to the fridge and 
comes back with a bottle and hands it to him, hew then places it under his jacket. (This was a 
takeaway prepaid by his friend with dreadlock hair) 

22.10.20 Rodrigue stood at the bar 

22.10.48 Rodrigue is then seen going over to table and appears to be asking them to leave, and then to other 
customers. 

22.12.55 Rodrigue is back at the bar 

22.13.50 Barmaid appears to be asking people to leave, at the same time as clearing the tables. 

22.14.10 Rodrigue moves away from the bar 

22.15.01 Rodrigue is seen tables whilst Barmaid is seen handing out what appears to be takeaways. 

22.17.55 Male who was earlier getting his coat from behind the bar is then seen mixing a drink for a customer 
at the end of the bar. No money changes hands. (Both were staff, the one bartender was mixing a 
drink for the kitchen staff and were getting ready to leave the premises) 

22.18.19 Same male above behind the bar is then seen to serve a further male 2 x bottles of water, no money 
changes hands. 

22.19.04 Rodrigue is with a couple at the bar who appear to be settling a bill by card. 

22.20.51 Barman with glasses puts coat on behind the bar and leaves via the back of the bar. 

22.22.55 Rodrigue is at the table where the champagne people were seated. He appears to be asking them to 
leave and at the same time clearing the table  

22.24.15 Barmaid approaches the 2 males who have been at the end of the bar since 22.00hrs. She appears 
to ask them to leave. They walk out` 

22.24.31 The lights appear to go out. 

22.29.48 Rodrigue appears with both officers at the bar 

22.30.04 Officers appear to be viewing the CCTV 

22.31.00 One officer goes for a walk round the premises 

22.31.31 Officer comes back to the bar as Pc Reader goes behind the bar 

22.31.42 PC Reader appears to be looking at the till screen with the barmaid and asking questions. 

22.31.49 Rodrigue appears from the kitchen area. 

22.33.34 The officer finishes looking at the till. 

22.33.48 The officers start looking at the CCTV monitor 

22.35.53 The officers finish looking at the CCTV, & PC Reader walks back to the front of the bar 

22.36.42 The officers finish talking to Rodrigue and walk off towards the entrance 
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CCTV 10 VIEW OF INSIDE FRONT ENTRANCE 

 

TIME COMMENTS 
22.00.00  
22.01.20 Barman with glasses seen going out of double doors then back pulling the doors behind him. 

22.02.29 2 females seen drinking by front entrance, no face masks  

22.03.44 Rodrigue & Barman with glasses to the front entrance 

22.03.54 2 males walk back into premises past Rodrigue carrying glasses. (At this point I saw the two males 
outside drinking and was about to leave but I told them they should not be drinking outside, let alone 
taking the glasses away from the premises. So, the customer agreed and made his way in to drop the 
glass). 

22.04.14 Rodrigue pulls to the front door, light in reception goes off & barman returns to main room. 

22.04.20 Males leaving the premises, Rodrigues stays at door to see them out. 

22.04.44 Rodrigue seen walking back to main room 

22.06.49 Female leaving the premises 

22.07.28 2 Females & 3 Males leave the premises. 

22.09.55 2 males leaving 

22.23.35 Police Officers enter the premises. They stand at the entrance inside the premises looking over to the 
bar 

  

22.23.37 32 customers counted leaving the premises when the police are stood inside. 
22.24.34 Male on leaving hands officer hand sanitiser to use. He accepts. (The male handing out the hand 

sanitiser is our house DJ) 

22.25.03  Female wearing face mask, some wearing, some carrying the masks. 

22.25.23 Officers walk towards the bar area 

22.27.58 Officer appears walking towards entrance, he waits in the reception area 

22.28.25 Officer walks back towards bar area 

22.36.51 Officers walk towards entrance and leave the premises 

22.41.42 Barman with glasses goes to reception and turns lights off 

22.47.15 Staff seen leaving with maintenance male and tools. 

22.47.31 Doors to reception closed. 

 
 

 

 

CCTV 11 VIEW OF TOP OF BAR 

 

TIME COMMENTS 
22.00.00 Picture Freezes 
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CCTV 12 VIEW OF MAIN ROOM 

 

TIME COMMENTS 
22.00.00  

22.03.00 Shows no masks or social distancing inside the premises 

22.07.32 Rodrigue approaches table in front of CCTV and appears to be asking them to leave 

22.15.36 Barmaid with long hair approaches table claps hands and appears to be asking them to leave. She 
points to her watch. 

 She is seen walking to other tables in view of this CCTV 

22.16.53 Rodrigue walks up to bar maid they have a discussion, and both walk off round the room. 

22.24.15 Customers at table in front of CCTV stand up and walk away towards entrance.  

22.24.35 Rooms clears of customers 

22.25.30 The officers appear in view of the CCTV, PC Reader is seen using his radio and looking at his watch. 
22.25.45 Rodrigue is seen speaking to PC Reader and another officer. 

22.29.42 Officers with Rodrigue walk towards bar area 

22.31.02 One officer seen walking round the main room. 

22.31.27 Officer walks back over to bar area 

22.36.46 Both officers seen to walk past CCTV and towards the entrance. 

22.44.20 All lights in premises go out and staff seen walking towards entrance 

 
 

 

 

 

CCTV 15 VIEW FROM DJ BOOTH 

 

TIME COMMENTS 
22.00.00 Video Freezes on below frame 

22.00.01 Shows male dismantling mixer and decks in DJ Booth. 

22.00.01 Customers can be seated, social distancing, however no face masks. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


